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MEXICAN FIESTA SESSION HANDOUT 
 

Presenter: 
 
Eliza Stone 
Eliza.stone@zumbamail.com 
Website: Elizastone.zumba.com 
FB page as Eliza Stone 
Twitter: @elizastone1313 
Instagram: elizastoneb 
 
Maria Teresa Stone 
Tere.stone@zumbamail.com 
Website: Mariateresastone.zumba.com 
FB page as Maria Teresa Stone 
Twitter: @MariaTStone 
Instagram: mariatstone 
 

Schedule: 
 
5 min: Introduction 
20-25 minutes: Breakdown of quebradita, mexican cumbia, duranguense and tribal steps. 
5 minutes: Intro the rest of the team (Mexican ZESs) 
1 hour and 15 minutes: Mexican fiesta masterclass 
Final 10 minutes: Thank you and pictures. 
(Total: 2 hours) 
 

Session Objective: 
 
Learn how to use Mexican rhythms to spice up your Zumba® classes by incorporating the basic 
steps for popular rhythms in Mexico like: quebradita, mexican cumbia, duranguense and tribal. 
 

History & Background: 
 
Mexican traditions are the result of influences from Spain, which ruled Mexico for three centuries, 
and the myriad native indian cultures like the ancient Aztecs and the Mayas. Mexicans' deep pride in 
their historical heritage and cultural traditions shows up especially in music and their celebrations 
of family bonds.  
 
Mexican music has incorporated styles that originated in other countries. Banda music for example, 
with its brass and percussion highlights, was influenced mainly by the German and Czech 
immigrants who arrived in Mexico in the late 1800s. Music that originated elsewhere in South 
America has had with a great impact on Mexican music and includes cumbia from Colombia, 
merengue from the Dominican Republic, salsa and mambo from Cuba and reggaeton from Panama.  
 
Although banda music is played by many bands from different parts of Mexico, its original roots are 
in Sinaloa, made popular by bands such as Banda el Recodo from Sinaloa, which is renowned as 
"the mother of all bands".  The essential instrument is the tuba.  
 

Quebradita: 
 
Fun, fast, and acrobatic, the Quebradita is an impressive dance from Mexico. 
 
The origins of Quebradita stem came in the 1960s with a band called El 
Recodo. This band mixed cumbia with banda instruments. However, this 
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musical movement did not expand until the late 80′s and early 90′s. Between 1990 and 2000, 
Quebradita gained the most popularity. Now, quebradita is well-known not only in Mexico but 
certain areas of the U.S. 
 
Quebradita, literally meaning “little break,” exemplifies the breaking element in the dance. Hold onto 
one another, the couple seem to break at the knees and waist in their movements. Also, in the 
acrobatics of the dance, the woman being thrown around seems to break around the man’s body 
while sliding down and around. 

 
Quebradita basic steps:  
1.Quebradita basic 
2. Andale Step 
3. Quebrada Step 
4. Pendulo step 
 

Mexican cumbia: 
 
The Cumbia started in Colombia in the 1800s. In the 1940s Colombian singer Luis Carlos Meyer 
Castandet emigrated to Mexico where he worked with the Mexican orchestra director Rafael de Paz. 
In the 50s he recorded what many people think was the first cumbia recorded outside of Colombia, 
“La Cumbia Cienaguera”. He recorded other hits like “La historia”. This is when Cumbia began to 
be popularized in Mexico. 
 
In the 70s Aniceto Molina also emigrated to Mexico, where he joined the group from Guerrero, La 
Luz Roja de San Marcos, and recorded many popular tropical cumbias like “El Gallo Mojado”, “El 
Peluquero”, and “La Mariscada”. Also in the 70s Rigo Tovar became very popular with his fusion of 
Cumbia with ballad and Rock. 
 
The Mexican Cumbia has adapted versions of Colombian music like Peruvian cumbia or Argentine 
Cumbia, among others. This diversity has appeared in different ways: Originally Northern cumbia 
(Cumbia norteña) was usually played with accordion and consists of tunes with few chords and 
slower speed than original cumbia (Ramón Ayala, Acapulco Tropical, Bronco, Límite, etc...), more 
like Colombian porro. Southern cumbia (cumbia del sur) replaces the accordion with piano or 
organ. The pace is faster, even faster than original cumbia, (Socios del Ritmo, Chico Che) and more 
elaborated harmonically and instrumentally.  
 

Mexican Cumbia Basic Steps:  
1. Cumbia basic step (or rock back)  
2. 2 steps (travelling)  
3. Front and back step  
4. Cumbia side to side step 
 

Duranguense: 
 
Duranguense (also known as pasito duranguense) is a genre of Mexican music. It is popular among 
the Mexican-American community in the United States. Duranguense is closely related to the 
Mexican styles of banda and norteño. The main instruments, which are held over from banda, are 
the saxophone, trombone, and bass drum. However, what sets the duranguense ensemble apart 
from banda is the addition of synthesizers to play both melodies and the tuba bassline. The tempo 
is also noticeably faster than banda or norteño. Among the duranguense elements carried over from 
other genres is el tamborazo; a heavy percussion line consisting of the bass drum and varied snare 
drum rolls. 
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The term duranguense refers to the people from Durango, Mexico. Grupo Montéz de Durango were 
believed to be the very first to begin the movement. Teenagers are forming new Duranguense bands 
like never before, playing at night clubs,weddings, Quinceñeras, and family get togethers. A group 
of immigrants from Durango started a Duranguense group called Patrulla 81; from there it started to 
expand into other states and Mexico. Most Duranguense bands have been founded by Mexican-
American immigrants in the United States. 
 

Duranguense Basic Steps:  
1. Duranguense basic (march) w/upper body variations  
2. Heels (w/turns)  
3. V step duranguense 
4. 2 steps w/knees   
 

Tribal guarachero: 
 
Tribal or Trival, also known as tribal-guarachero, does not require a dancing partner, as dancers 
move around the dance floor on their own, with a unique dance movement. Based upon the rhythm 
of Mexican cumbia, it has become popular with the young Latino community in parts of the US, 
primarily with teenagers. Tribal is claimed to be a new genre of music combining techno, electro 
house and club music, with cumbia, regional mexican music, and Afro-cuban beats. The style 
started in Mexico City, but then moved to Monterrey, Mexico in 2007, before moving to the US in 
2008, although it has yet to become popular throughout Mexico. The number of Tribal tracks on 
sites such as youtube is growing rapidly. It is most popular in the Metroplex areas like Houston & 
Dallas TX. One popular group is 3Ball MTY From Monterrey Mexico. 
 
The “pointy boots” are a popular attire among some people in Mexico and Texas while they dance 
Tribal. Since this is a new genre, some do combinations of cumbia steps and duranguense but the 2 
most common are: 

 
1. Heels w/knees (this is the way they dance guaracha in Mexico) adding arm variations swinging them 
side to side or taking the hands in front of the face. 
2. Feet flat on the floor and moving side to side shaking the hips, free style with the arms. Some of the 
moves are limited since they use the POINTY BOOTS which are really big and hard for them to move a 
lot with them. 
3. Stomp to the sides is performed moving shoulders up and down or swinging arms side to side. 
Rhytmic variations will be doing the move double time. 
4. Cumbia fwd and back bouncing. 
 

Application of the Zumba® Formula 
In fact is really easy to follow the formula with Mexican music because is clear to identify each part: 
verse, chorus, bridge or musical interlude and breaks. 
MUSIC RECOMMENDATIONS:Recommended groups for each genre: 

QUEBRADITA: banda Cohuich, banda hermanos arce, Roy Rosas y los jinetes, banda 
el mexicano 
CUMBIA: los buitres, el circulo, los mexicats,  
TRIBAL: 3ballMTY, N' tribal, La chuzma 

DURANGUENSE: alacranes musical, k-paz de la sierra, patrulla 81 

 
HAVE FUN AT THIS SESSION AND MAKE SURE YOU INCORPORATE  MEXICAN RHYTHMS IN YOUR 
NEXT ZUMBA FITNESS CLASS! THANK YOU! ZESs Eliza and Maria Teresa Stone and the Mexican 
team (Clara, Sara, Braulio, Juan Manuel, Banky, Cinthya y Oscar). 


